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Abstract 

Let [n] denote an n-set. A subset,) of [n] i from j if i 
and j t/:. 5'. A collection of k-sets n called (n, k) completely 

if, for each ordered pair j) E [n] x [71,] with i 
n which i from j. 

Let denote the size of a smallest (71" k) completely 
Amongst other things, it will be shown that R( 71" k) 

for n > except when n (Hl) 1, and R(71" k) k + 1 for 

G) n k 2 /2. These results build on and extend those in Ramsay et 
a1 [8]. 

1 Introduction 

In 1961 [9] raised the problem of fmding minimum separating in the 
context of solving certain problems in information theory. Subsequently, several 
variants have been treated in the literature. for example, [1, 2, 3, 5, la, 
11,12].) 'ompletely separating were introduced Dickson [4]. It tht' 
purpose of this paper to extend the results of Ramsay et al in [7] and [8]. Basic 
notation and definitions are included in this section. 

Definition 1 Let [71,] denote the set {I, 2, ... ,71,}. A set A ~ [n] separates i from 
j if E A and j ¢ A. A collection S of subsets of [71,] is a separating system if, for 
each i,j E [71,] with i i- j, there is a set A in that separates i from j or a set B 
that j from i. If, for each i, j E [71,] with i i- j, there is a set A in S that 
separates i from j and a S(~t B that separates j from i, then S is called a completely 
separating system. 

1 Work performed while at Northern Territory University. 
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Obsprve that any complete separator is a separator, but not vice-versa. For pv:»nnIP 

in {{1,2},{l,:3}}, 1 from 2 by {1,:3}, but 2 is not from 1. 

Tlw problem is to find separators of smallest that containing the least 
lllllnber of sets. This paper will be concerned exclusively with completely separating 

abbreviated by CSSs. Let R(n) denote the size of a smallest CSS on [nl. 
Dickson [4] showed that R(n) rv n. Spencer [10] obtained the result that 

R(n) n} 

by t'xploiting the connection betwet:n CSSs and Spenwr families 

Notation (1) (rL k )CSS denotes CSS of k-sets on an n-sd. 
(n. (i, k)CSS deIlott~S CSS of sets on an n-sd where each sd A in tlw system 

has alAI k. 

Definition 2 Let,) be an n-set and let C be the collection of all s{~pa-

systems on S in which no sd occurs more than once. Then: 
(1) R(n,k) = minREdl1?1 . = k,VA E R}. That is, k) IS th~ minimum 
number of k-sets that completely s{~parate n clements. 

R(n,a,k) = IRI alAI::; k,VA R}. That is, R(n,a,k) is the mill-
imum number of of cardinality between a and k (inclusive) which .. ,,,,,,n.l,,,,T 

separate n elements. 

Example R(6,:3) since R = {{I, 2, 3}, {I,;), 6}, {2, ()}, F5}} is a 
(6, :3)( ~SS and no fewer number of :3-sets will completely separate 6 elements. For 
k :3, R(6, k) 6. Note that any collection of k-subsets of [n] that is a superset of 
a (n, k )CSS is also a (n, k )CSS. 

Note 1 (1) The definitions above consider only the 11umber of sets in the CSS. An
other notion of minimality which is rdevant to a variant of the R(n, a, k) problem is 
the notion of strong minimality. Here, the number of sets is required to be minimised 
and then the sum of the cardinality of the sets is also required to be minimised. In 
general it is possible to have one but not the other of these numbers achieving a 
minimum amongst their possible values. 
(2) The' definition of C is for formal convenience, to ensure that only finite collections 
are considered. If a set A occurs more than once in a CSS 1? then R cannot be a 
minimal CSS as the removal of one occurrence of A would produce a smaller CSS, 
(:3) Ikfinition 2.2 is of particular interest in this paper in the cases when a 1 or 
2. Only when a 1 can an element of [n.] occur once only in a CSS, and then as a 
singleton set. 
( 4) Cai [2] shows that 

R(n,l,k) = f2n/kl, ifn>k2/2~2. 

(!)) The main focus of this paper is on R( n, k), and, unless otherwise stated, all 
material refers to the consideration of the R( n, k) problem. 
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(6) It is spen that R(n, 1) = R( n, 2) n for all n. Henceforth, unless othprwis(:~ 
it will be assumed that k > 2. 

It is obvious that R(n) R(n, l,k) S R(n,2,k) S ... S R(n,k l,k) R(n,k). 
Combining this observation with the result of Spencer, the following lower bound on 

R(n, k) is obtained. 

Lemma 1 R(n, k) mill{r' : (Lr/2J) n}. 

Definition 3 (1) GiVPll a CSS R of R k-sds on an n-sd S with 2n Hk < :)11 

de~fine E Rk 2n. E is called the excess. E is thp maximum number of elements 
of S which can occur more than twice in Rand n - E is the minimum number of 
elements which must occur at most twice in R. For k I, "at most twice" may be 
read as twice" . 
(2) A CSS R on an n-set S is said to be fair if there exists an integer ]J, such that 
every element of 5' occurs in either p or p + 1 sets of R. That is, CSS R is fair if 
each element of S is far as is possible, the same number of times in R. 

Where no confusion arises, collections of sets are denoted in an abbreviated fornL 
omitting the braces and the commas of the contained sets. Thus, the example given 
earlier can be written R {I23, 1,56,246, ;)4,5}. Elements greater than 9 are sonw-
times using the letters A, B, . .. 

In [fl] it shown that k) 2': f2n/k 1, k > 1, and that this bound can lw 
achieved for n k(k -1). It was also shown that, in general, R(n,I,k) R(n,k). 
Here, these results are extended to show that R( n, k) f2n/ k 1 for n > except 
when n (H1) - 1. The solution to the R(n, k) problem is also extended to include 

all n 2:: G). The proofs of these results are constructive, thus example minimal 
CSSs are induded for each value of nand k. Constructive examples and values for 
R(n, k) also included in the proofs. 

2 Review 

In this section, required results from [7, 8] are presented, with a brief discussion. 

Lemma 2 The symmetry R(n, k) = R(n, n - k) holds for all 1 S k < n. 

Proof By taking complements, a (n, k)CSS becomes a (n, n - k)CSS. o 
The importance of this result lies in the fact that one normally need only consider 
values of k n/2. 

Lemma 3 1''01' all 2 k n, 

f
2nl R(n,k)~ k . (1) 
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Proof For k 2 every element of [nl must appear in at least two k-sets of allY 
(n, k)CSS. Thus k· R(71, k) ~ from which (1) follows. 0 

This important lower bound is a consequence of the fact that every clement of [n] 
must occur at least twiu~ in a (71, k)CSS, when k i 1. The main result in was 

Theorem 1 lfn k(k - 1)) 1 < k < 71,) then 

f21T.ll R(n,k) h 

The proof of this based on the construction of a the rows of which form a 
CSS. See for the (ll-,tails. 

Theorem 1 t hat the lower bound on R( n, k) can be achieved for sufficiently large 
n compared to k. The following lemma says that it not possible to achieve the 
boulld on R(n, k) in Lemma :3 for sufficiently small 71, compared to k, in tlw cast: 
where k I 'In. That is, at least one element of [n] must be used more than twice in a 

CSS. 

Lemma 4 lfn (k+I)) 1 < k < 11) and kl2nl then R(n,k) f2n/kl· 

Proof As k I f2n/k 1 2n/k. If R(n, k) then, by Lemma ;3, R(n, k) = 
2n/k. Thus each dement of [n] occurs twice in a Without loss of 
gelH:rality it can be assumed that {I, ... ,h:} is a member of a (n,k)CSS. To 
these elements, using each only once mOH\ each element of [k] must appear ill a set 
by itself and so there are at least k + 1 sets in the (71" k )CSS. As each eh~mellt of [n.] 
occurs twice, 2n k( k + 1), as required. 0 

The next two lemmas show how one can use (n, k)CSS to construct separators for 
larger values of nand k. 

Lemma 5 If R(n, k) S k + 11 1 < k < nl then R(n + k + 1, k + 1) S k + 2. 

Proof Let R {RJ, Rz, ... , Rk+d be a (71" k)CSS in k+l sets. Note that a (n, k)CSS 
can be extended as necessary, whilst maintaining the complde separation property, 
by adding arbitrary k-subsets of [n]. Consider the set system C {Co, C\, .. . , Ck+d 
where Co {n + 1, n + 2, ... ,n + k + I} and Ci Ri U {n + i} for i = 1,2, ... ,k + 1. 
It is easy to verify that C is a (n + k + 1, k + I)CSS, in k+2 sets. 0 

Lernma 6 If R(n, k) ~ k + 1) 1 < k < n) then R(n + k + 1, k 1) S 1 + R(n, k). 

The proof of this involves a similar construction to that of Lemma ,5, but here it has 
to be shown that one can extend all the k-sets to (k + 1 )-sets, using elements from 
{n + 1, ... ,n + k + I}, whilst maintaining complete separation. See [8] for the details. 

These results are examples of a number of similar results that allow one to sharpen 
the upper bounds on R( n, k) from the trivial bound of n. To see that n is an upper 
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bound, consider the collection R {{I, ... , k:}, {2, ... , k + I}"", {n, 1,. ", k -I}}. 
Lemmas f) and 6 will be important in the proofs in Sections :t3 and :3.6. 

A solution of the R(n, k) problem is for the k 1, 3,4&:) in 
[8]. If k 1 or 2 then R( n, k) = n. See Table 1 for the solutions for k :3, 4 and 5. 
By L(~mma 2, this also a complete solution for the k n - i, 1 :s; i :s; (i, cas(~s. 

Thf~ results in this paper allow this complete solution to be extended to the k 6 
and k n - 6 

3 Results 

Tlw main result of this paper is the following theorem. 

Theorem 2 For k n: 

(1) If n (HI) k 2) then R(n,k) f2n/kl! 
(2) If n (HI) 1) k: :3) then R(n,k) k+2 r2n/kl +1; 
(8) If J,;2 /2 n (Hl) _ 2 k 

2 ) .1) then R(n, k) k + I; with R(n, k) r2nj k 1 
eJ:Cfpi for n P/2; 

(4) If(;) n k 2 /2) k 5; then R(n, k) k+l r2n/ k;1· 

Theorem 2 compilation of several lemmas and theorems. These results, and their 
proofs, are presented in Sections ~3.1-:3.5. Section :3.6 a recursive construction 
for (:3) &~ (4) of Theorem 2, using Lemma 5. 

3.1 Bounds on 11, for R(n, k) ~ k 

In this section it is shown that, if n (;) k/3, then R(n, k) > k. This lower bound 

on R(n, k) used in the proof of Theorem 2.4 and is also an improvement 011 i2n/k 1 
for n < k2 /2. 

Assume that R is a minimal (n, k)CSS and that IRI R k. Consider a matrix M 
with R rows, with the rows forming the sets in R. Assume, without loss of generality, 
that row 1 

Note 2 (1) All elements in a minimal (n, k)CSS R on [n] occur at least twice in R, 
as k i- 1. 
(2) To completely separate the elements of [k], not all elements of [k] can occur 
exactly twice in M els(~ they could not be completely separated in R - 1 < k sets. 

Lemma 7 Ld M be a matrix whose rows form a minimal (n, k) OSS) with R( n, k) = 
R:S; k) k:2: 6. Then at most R(k - 5)/2 elements of[n] occur exactly twice in M. 
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Proof Assume the R rows of a matrix M form a minimal (n, k)CSS. It will lw 
shown that, if R k, then every row of flvl contains at most k: ,5 elements which 
OCellI' twice in M. Once this is shown, then the llurnber of positions in 1\;[ 

fill('d elements which occur exactly twice in M is at most R(k - Hence, at 
most R(k - 5)/'2 distinct elements of [n] occur twice in M. 

Consider any row of M with p ~ k - 4 of its elements occuring twice in M. 
Th<cll, without loss of generality, it call be assumed that this row is the ordere,d set 
[k] and [k p] is the set of elements of which occur more than twin~ in M. To 
completdy the elements of [k] which occur twice only in M, p elements of 
[A:] must occur in rows of M with no other elemeut of [k]. Then there are at most 
R p 1 rows of M which can be used to completely separate the elenwnts of [k 
By in these rows each element of [k p] must occur at least twice. 

As R k and p k - 1, it follows that k p 4 and R p - 1 k p. It is 
not difficult to check, by exhaustion if necessary, that if each element must occur at 
least it is impossible to completely separate i elements ill less than i sets, for 
i H(~IlCe, tlw elements of [k p] cannot be completely separated in the numb(~r 
of sds available. This is valid for each choice of row in M and the result 
follows. 0 

Lemma 8 If R(n, k) k) k o! then n S R(3k - 5)/0 k/:3. 

Proof Given Rand k, the theoretical maximum value of n occurs when as many 
as possible elenwnts are used twice in the Rk: total elements of a CSS, with the 
other elements being used three times. If R S k, the previous lemma shows that 
there an~ at most R(k ,5)/2 elements of [n] which occur exactly twice in M. If this 
bound is attained, and the remaining elements are used exactly three then 
t5Rj:J elements of [12] occur three times ill M. Combining these two bounds gives 
the first inequality. The second inequality follows upon substitution of k for Rand 
rearrangement of the expression. 0 

Incorporating the results for the k S 5 cases and applying Lemma 8 yields, 

Lemma 9 If n > (~) k/3! the.n R(n, k) > k. 

3.2 Proof of Theorem 2.1 

The first step is to show that the lower bound of f2n/k 1 can be achieved for n ~ 
(ki1). Example constructions of minimum CSSs for n ~ (kil) appear at the end of 
this section. Once the construction is known it is straightforward to obtain a CSS 
for each value of nand k, n ~ (ki1). 
Unfortunately, the proof that the construction works is not simple. This section 
provides the rules for the construction and, through a series of technical lemmas and 
notes, eventually proves the validity of the construction for all n ~ eil). 
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In tlw process, constructions for minimal (n,2, 
(HI). In this case the cOllstructions also provide 
result appears Theorem ·1. 

are provided for each n 

rninimal (n, 2, k )CSSs. This 

The proof requires matrix construction, several lemmas and Theorem 4, which is 
extended to a (n, k)CSS. The initial step in the proof of Theorem .5 is giVfm below 
as Construction M. 

Construction M Assume n 2: e~l) and let R r2njk 1 An R x k matrix M will 
bt, constructed where the R rows of M form a (n, k)CSS. Let mij denote the elenwnt 
of 111 in row i column j. Initialise all elements of M to z(~ro. Note that with the 

R k + 1 only when n (k~I), and R k + 2 otherwise. 

r()f each rn [n] initially include m in 111 in 2 positions follows. For each 
Tn, in lexicographic order, include rn in turn in the two positions of M defined 

min min{rn'ij 
J 1 

: mij O}, 

min{ rn'i) 
J 

: rnij O}. 

That m is placed in the first row of M containing 0, in the first O-valued place 
in that row. rn then also placed in the first column of M containing 0, in the 
first O-valued in that column. Clearly .!'vI is sufficiently large to do this. This 
concludes (;onstruction M. 

Now consider the case when n 1. This is the only case whell 
R k + 1. 

Theorern 3 If n (k+I) , k> I, then R(n,k) = k + 1. 

Proof Construction M note that mij mj+l,i for all 1 :s i,.i ::; k, and that 
there are no O-valued dements left in M. Hence each element of [n] appears in 
exactly two positions in M and, any pair of dements (mij, mil) occurring in 
the same row i of M, rnij and mil occur once more in two different rows. Hence the 
rows of lV! form a minimal (n, k)CSS. 0 

Corollary 1 If n 

Hencdorth assume n (k~l). The following notes and technical lemmas are needed 
and conc(~rn M after the above replacement of O-valued elements has occurred. 

Note 3 The elements of M in a row may be partitioned into :3 parts, allowing 
for some of these parts to be empty. For a given row 7' let H or Hr denote the set 
of consecutive integers in row 7' which are the first occurrence of those integers in M 
using Construction M. Let D or Dr denote the set of integers in row 7' which are the 
second occurrence of those integers in M using Construction M. Let B or Br denote 
the O-valued elements of row 7'. Let hr denote the least element of Hr. 
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Note 4 IBI 0 for any row above a row which contains a non-empty set H. This 
follows immediately from the construction. Hence there is in M at most one row 
with both IHI, IBI o. 

Note51Hri I H r-11 for all l' > 1. This follows immediately from the construction. 

Lemma 10 For n (ki1): 
(1) in row 1', and in terms of column order) all elements of Dr occur before all 
cltments of Hr which occur before all clemf:nis of 

(2) 11IRI o. 

Proof (1) For any row l' and any 1ft Dr with m E H.9 for some 1', it must 1w 
that m occurs in row l' before any element of Hr. 

ASSUIlW l' R. In Construction M, if an element h of llr is included in 1\1 at 
Tnrj, tlwn m r+l,j is 0 at this stage. Therefore, the latest occurn~Ilce of the second 
OCCUrrf~nCf' of h in M is in column j. Hence no second occurrence of an element of 
Hr' can occur in row r after Hr. Hence all elements of Dr occur before all elements 
of It is clear that no O-valued element can occur in row r before a non-zero 
d(~llwnt. Tlw case l' R is dealt with in (2). 

(2) Assume IHRI > o. By Note 4, IBR-II o. By Note 5, IJlR-11 ~ IHRI. By 
Construction M, if hR -- 1 mR-l,j then mR-l,j-1 is non-zero and equal to an element 
of DR - 1 Hence the first column in row R where an element of H R - I can be placed 
the second time is at least column j - 1. Therefore the elements of H R-l, when they 
have b('en placed for the second time, l(~avc at most one O-va.lued element in row R of 
M. This contradicts the choice of the size for M as it then leaves insufficient places 
in 1\1 for the insertion of elements of HR in at least 2 positions in M. It follows that 
I H RIO and that part (1) of the lemma is true for l' R. 0 

Note 6 Hence, in construction M, the rows of M in numeric order can be partitioned 
into non-empty collections with parts 'H, V'H, V'HB, VB or 'H, V'H, VB where, 
for example, the collection 'H represents the set of rows in M with IHI > 0 and 
IDI IBI O. V'H represents the set of rows of M with IDI, IHI > 0 and IBI O. 

The lwxt lemma is pivotal to the proof. It shows that in each row i of 1\1 there are 
at least I Hi I rows below row i. 

Note 7 This lemma implies that if hi IS in column j then hi+l IS 1ll column j or 
j + 1. 

Proof of Lemma 11 The proof involves four claims. 
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Claim 1 If such a ro'W the find ro'W of M 'With I Hr I > R r' is not the first 
1'O'W i of M for 'Which hi rnij 'With j 

Proof of claim 1 Note that 1\;[ has a sequence of rows for which hi mij with 
j. Let r be the first row for which j < i. By Note 5 IHrl:S; IHr-ll for al11'. As 

R k + 1, row r' 1 has at least IHr-ll + 1 rows below it in M. Therf'fore row 7' 

has at least I Hr I rows below it. 0 

Claim 2 If such a row the first ro'W of M 'With I Hr I R r' is not a 1'O'W t 
in M with Dt , Ht, wch non-empty. 

Proof of claim 2 Assume row t has each of D, Hand B non-empty aud suppose 
that row t is the first for which IHtl R - t. By Note .5 Ht IHt-II. By Note 4 
I 11t - 1 I O. By assumption IBtl > O. Therefore IHtl IHt-il. Hence, row t - 1 
has at least IHt-11 rows below it, row t has at least IHtl rows below it. 0 

Claim 3 Each row r' with IDrl, IHrl > 0 and IBrl 0 has at least IH"I rows below 
it in At. 

Proof of claim 3 Assume row 7' is the first row of M with IHrl R - 7', IDr·1 CL 
IHrl O. Assume hI' mrj· 
The following assumptions may be made: 

1 IHrl L This follows from the assumption that IHrl 0 and IHrl #- 1 as r' R 
by Lemma 10.2. Hence there is at least one row below row r in 1\.1. 

2. mr,j-I equal to an element of Hi for some i 7' 1 This follows from the 
construction and the assumed position of hr in M. 

:~, IHrl IHr-11· This follows from Notes 4 & 5, Lemma 10 and our choice of 1', 

This means that row r' 1 has I Hr-II rows below it. Thus m r,j-l must be 
to an element of Hr - 1 and rnr-l,j-I must be equal to an element of Hr'-2' 

Therefore the first occurrence of an element of Hr - 1 below row T 1 is at mr',j-I' 
That is, hr - 1 occurs at mr,j-I for the second time. 

4. hr - 2 occurs at rnT -2,j-I' To see this, suppose hr - 2 is at m r -2,1. If I > j, this 
contradicts Note 5. If l = j, then by the above discussion, the element at mT-I,j-l 
is an element of H T - 2 while the element at m T -2,j-l is an element of H T - 3 . This 
implies that I Hr - 2 1 = 1, contradicting Assumption 1 and Note 3. If it is assumed 
that l j - 1, then IHr-2 1 > R - (r' - contradicting the choice of r'. Thus, hr'- 2 

is at rn r·-2,j-l. 

Tlw proof of Claim :3 needs Claim 4. 

Claim 4 With the assumptions stated immediately above for each i < T! TOW i has 
exactly IHil ro'W belo'W it in M. 
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Claim 4 immediately leads to a contradiction IHII k and R > k + 1 That 
is, row 1 has more than k rows bdow it. Thus Claim a is proved, once Claim 4 is 
proved. 0 

Proof of claim 4 Induct on i. The claim is true for i l' Assumption :~. 

ASSUllW that the claim is true for all pi::; l' - 1. Assume hp+l is at m p+l,q' 

It is c1<>a1' that mp+l,q-l is not equal to an dement of Hp+ 1 and 
IHpl rows below it, mp+l,q-I must be equal to an elenwnt of Hp. 
not an element of Hp. Assume IHp-11 IHpl. Then rnp-l,q-2 

Hp - 1 ' 

Hp has 
Further, 7np ,q-2 is 
not an elenwnt of 

Tlwrdorc the first ocurrence of an element of Hp - 1 bdow row p 1 is in column 
q - at or below row p. As IHp-11 IHpl and mp,q-l is an ekllwnt of Hp , tlw first 
occurrence of an element of Hp below row p is at mR,q-2 or at rnp+l,q-l. 

If tlw first occurrence of an element of Hp below row p is at rnR,q-:2, tlwn tlw first 
OCCIlITf'nCf' of an element of Hp+1 is at mR,q-l' As each row i, pi::; 7' - 1, has 

I Hi I rows below it, hr - 1 is at rriR,j-2' This contradicts Assumption :3. 

If the first occurrence of an element of Hp below row p is at m p+l,q-l, then the first 
occurrc:~nce of h r'- I is at 711 1·j. Again this contradicts Assumption :3. 

Thus IlIp-11 > IHpl. If IHp-11 IHpl + 1 then H p- 1 has less than IHp-11 rows below 
it, contradicting our choice of 7'. Hence Illp-ll IHpj + 1 and Claim 4 is proved. 0 

This completes the proof of Lemma 11. 0 

Theoreln 4 For n > (k~l) the rows of M m the construction M) 'tgnonng the 

O-valu( d clements) form a minimal (n, 2, k) CSS. 

Proof Consider the rows of M as being sets consisting of the non-zero valued ele
nwnts ill the rows. Each dement of [n] occurs exactly twice in M, and R = 
By taking n = pk + 7', 0 ::; 7' < k, it is easily seen that the number of O-valued 
elements of M are at most Rk 2n::; k - 2. Therefore M has no singleton set, and 
it can be concluded that R(n,2,k) 2: r¥l It needs to be shown that the rows of 
M. ignoring the O-valued elements, form a completely separating system. For any 
Di , each element of Di is separated from each element of Hi as each element of Di 
occurs above row i and no element of Hi occurs above row i. 

By Lf'mma 11 the elements of Di will each occur in different rows above row oj as 
members of different H sets. By Lemma 11 the elements of Ht appear in different 
rows of M below row i. Therefore each of these are separated from one another. The 
elements of Hi are also separated from all elements of Di as no element of Di appears 
below row 'i in M. Thus the rows of M from a completely separating system. 0 

Lemma 12 Assume n > (k~l). 
(1) Each row of M containing a non-empty H has the least element of II in position 
m'i:i where j ::; i. 
(2) Let t ::; k be the last TOW in M with Illi -=J. O. Then the least element of Ht ,is in 
posit-ion rntj where j < t. 
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Proof (1) Note that by Lemma 11, if hr- 1 is rnr-I,j then hr is rnrj or rnr,j+l' Hence 
hI is in column 1 the result is true for all subsequent rows. 

Assume the conditions of Lemma 12.2. By part (1), j :S; t. 
assume J = t. Then Note 7 and Lemma 12.1 IHrl k 
TIHcreforen IHil:.s; i= (k+l). This contradicts n 

To show that j 
T + 1 for all l' 

(k+l) 
2 • 

t. 
t. 

Lemma 13 Let n > e+1). Let row t be the last TOW t 

IVtl 
IVf with I Ht I > O. Thnz 

Proof Let row t he as in the statement of the lemma. Lemma 11 ensures that the 
second occurence of elements in a given H do not occur in adjacent positions in the 
same row. Hence if hi is at rnij then hi+l is at rni+l,j or at mi+l,j+l' This, together 
with Lemma 12.2, implies that IDtl :.s; t- when t k. 1ft k then IDtl k-1, 
IDtl t 2. 0 

Lemma 14 lfn (k~l) and kl2n then the TOWS of M are a minimal k)CSS. 

Proof If kl2n then M has no O-valued elements at this Hence, shown 1Il 

TIH~orem 4, the rows of M form an appropriate completely separating system. 0 

Lemma 15 lfn (Hi) and k l2n then the O-valued dements in M can be replaCf:d 

by dements of [n] to form a minimal (n, k)CSS. 

Proof The O-valued elements of M need to be replaced whilst ensuring that the 
complete property is maintained. This is done in numeric order of the 
rows. Considpr two cases, with t defined as in Lemma 1:3 to be thp last row of M 
with IHtl O. 

(i) Assume that row t of !vI has IHtl -I 0 and IBtl -I o. By Note 4 there is at most 
one of these rows. Each element of D t occurs in exactly one row above row t. No 
elelllPnt of Ht occurs in a row above t. By Lemma 13 there are at least I D t 1+ 1 rows 
above row t. Hence there is a row T above row t which contains no element of row t. 
The dements of row l' will be used to fill 8 t . 

It must be ensured that the elements of row r used in Ht are already separated from 
the elements of row t. Note that at this stage any two elements of row l' are already 
completely s(-;parated in M. 

The eJements of D t appear in exactly I Dt I rows of M above row t. Hence they occur 
with most I Dt I different elements of row 1'. These elements of row T cannot be 
used to in B t this would destroy the complete separation property. 

It is to ensure that the elements of Ht are separated in a row below row 
t from the set of elements of row 7' used to replace To do this note that the 
elements of Ht occur in exactly IHtl different rows below row t. Hence at most IHtl 
elements of row T occur with elements of Ht in these lower rows. 
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Thus there are at least k - IDtl- IHtl IBtl elements of row T that can be used to 
replaCf~ the O-valued elements in row t, whilst maintaining the complete separation 
property. 

(ii) Consider any row .5 of M with IH,I = 0 and IBsl O. Then.5 t by Note 4. By 
Lf~mmas 11 and 1:3, IDsl:::; IDtl + 1:::; t -1. Then if IBtl 0 there is at least one 
row r" at or above row t which contains no element of row Each element of row 
occurs in at most one row at or above row t and hence with at most IDs I clements of 
row 1'. Hence there are at least k - IDsl I elements of row r which can be used 
to replace the elelllents of IBs I whilst maintaining the complete property. 

Note that I IDtl + 1 if and only jf Ds contains an element of H t • Tllerefoft\ if 
IBtl 0 and Ds contains no element h of Ht: then IDsl IDtl. If IBtl > a and Ds 
contains an element h of H t then IDs {h}1 IDtl. Note that in this case h does not 
occur above row t in M. Therefore, in either applying LeInma 1;~, tlwrt' is at 
least one row T above row t which contains no elements of . Each elcIl1(cnt of row 
D s occurs in at most one row abovp row t and hence with at rnost IDs I elements of 
row 1". H<>nC(~ there are at least k IDsl IBsl elements of T which can lw used 
to n;place the dernents of IBsl whilst maintaining the complete property. 

This completf;s the proof of the lemma. o 

f2njkl· 

Proof Combine Theorem :3 and Lemmas 14 & L5. o 

As an example of this construction, consider the following three matrices, the rows 
of which are minimal separators for the (l0,4), (1:3,4) alld (16, cases. The 
elements used to fill the O-valued positions of l\!/ have been offset for clarity. 

2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 5 
5 6 7 1 5 6 7 1 6 7 8 9 

2 5 8 9 2 7 8 9 2 7 10 11 12 
3 6 8 10 3 8 10 11 3 8 12 13 14 
4 7 9 10 4 9 12 13 4 9 13 15 16 

5 10 12 2 5 10 14 16 6 
6 11 13 2 6 11 15 

Note that this construction is not fair in general. In the second example above, 2 
occurs four times and there is no other possible choice with the given construction. 

3.3 Proof of Theorem 2.2 

One of the open questions posed in [7] was whether or not the values of R(n, k) are 
monotonic with n, for fixed k #- 4, Sand n 2: 2k. This question is answered in the 
negativ(~, by showing that the lower bound of r2n/k 1 k + 1 cannot be achieved 

for n (kil) 1, whilst it is achieved for n = (kil) 2 and, as seen above, for 

n = (ki 1
). Note that the R( e;l) - 1, k) = R(k(kil) - 1, k) values are related by the 

(n/, k/) = (n + k + 1, k + 1) construction method of Lemma 6. 
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f2n/kl+1 

Proof The proof is by induction, with the base case being the result that R(,5, ;{) 
R(,5,2) ,So Note that, if k :3, then the lower bound f2n/k 1 is k + 1. 

Assume that the result holds for all values of k k', for some k' :3. Let k k' + 1 
and aSSUllle that R(71, k) k + 1, with 71 (k(k + 1)/2) - 1. If this the case, 
tlwn one element of [nl occurs 4 times or two elements of [71] occur :3 times in the 

with all other elements occuring exactly twice. That the 2. It 
can be assunwd, without loss of generality, that {I, ... , k} occurs in the separator. 
Thew are four cases for the other k sets in the separator. 

If each of 1, ... ,k occurs only once more then, to be separated, they must occur 
in the Thus, the k (k formed by removing each 

of 1, .. , h; from these sets must form a (n - k, k: in k sets. That is, a 
((k 1, A; 1)ess. This is not by the inductive hypothesis. 

Assume that 1 occurs twice and each of 2, . ,k occur once in the remaining k 
sets. To 2, ... ,k, with only one occurence of they must appear in 
k - 1 separate sets of the k available. Since the 1 cannot be ill the same at 
least Ollf: of ... , k must occur with 1 and thus cannot be from it. 

(c) Assume that 1 occurs three times and each of 2,. ,k occur once in the remaining 
k S(~ts. To separate 2, .. ,k, with only one occurence of each, they must appear in 
k - 1 sets of the k: available. Since the 1 's cannot all be in the same at 

... , k must occur with 1 and thus cannot be from it. 

(d) Assume that I and 2 each occur twice and each of 3, ... ,k occur once in the 
'HUO'U"UF-. k sets. If 1 or 2 occur singly in the remaining two then at least 0Ilf: 

of :3, .. ,k: must occur with 1 or 2 and thm; cannot be separated from it. If 1 and 
2 occur together in the remaining two sets then are not separated from each 
other. If 1 and 2 occur in the k - 2 sets with ;3, ... ,k then at least one of :3,. ., k is 
not from at least one of 1 and 2. 

Thus, in all cases tlwre is contradiction, so R(n, k) > k + 1. That R( 71, k) k + 2 
follows from the inductive hypothesis and the base case of n 5, k :3, via the 
construction of Lemma 6. 0 

As an of the construction provided by Lemma 6, consider the following four 
matric(~s, the rows of which are minimal separators for the k = 3,4, ,5, 6 cases. Note 
that tlwse separators are fair. 

2 1 2 3 6 1 2 3 6 10 1 2 3 6 10 15 
2 3 4 2 3 4 6 2 3 4 6 10 2 3 4 6 10 15 
3 4 5 3 4 5 7 3 4 5 7 11 3 4 5 7 11 16 
4 5 1 4 5 8 4 5 1 8 12 4 5 1 8 12 17 
5 1 2 5 1 2 9 5 1 2 9 13 5 1 2 9 13 18 

6 7 8 9 6 7 8 9 14 6 7 8 9 14 19 
10 11 12 13 14 10 11 12 13 14 20 

15 16 17 18 19 20 
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3.4 Proof of Theorem 2.3 

Lemma 17 If n ~ etl) - 2, k > I, then: 

(1) R(n,2,k) 2:k+ l; 
(2) H(n, l,k) 2: k + 1. 

Proof (1) Assume the conditions of the lemma. Assume R(n,2,k) k. In allY 
(n, 2, k)CSS each element must occur in at least two different Therefore, the 
lllnnlwr of sets ill a minimum (n, k)CSS is at least 2n/k. For n k 2 /2 this means 
that n k. 

Ifn then k so at least k k-sets are required in a CSS. If R(n, k) k, 
each dC'mel1t must occur in two in a R(n, k)CSS. Assume [k] is OlW of 
the in the minimal CSS. Then, each element of [k] must occur exactly once 
mon~ without the other elements of [kJ, at k more sets are required in the CSS. 
Hel1ce thf~ minimum CSS requires at least k + 1 

(2) Assume the conditions of the lemma and for some n, k, there a 
(n, 1, k)CSS R with IRI ~ k. By part (1), R must contain singleton set and 
therefore IRI k(k 1)+1 P-(k-l). As2n P.theremustbeat 
least k - 1 eleuwnts of [n] which occur in only one set in R and h(~nce must occur in 
singletons sets in R. As there are at least k 1 such singleton and IRI k, it 
is clearly impossible for R to completely separate the remaining dements of [n]. 0 

Theorem 6 If k 2 /2 n:S: (ktl) - 2) k 1) then R(n, k) 
fa'irminimal CSS exists. 

k + 1. In each case, a 

Proof Assume the conditions of the theorem. The theorenl vacuously true for 
k :3 so assume k 2: 4. By Lemma 9 R(71,k) k if71 k2 /2. An R k = (k+l) xk 
matrix M will be constructed such that its row vectors form a (71, k Jess. Note that 
the excess E has 4 ~ E :s: k and E is even. 

The initial step is to use construction M as given in Section 3.2. This provides a 
fair (n, 2, k)CSS and a fair (n, 1, k)CSS. The fairness and the complete separation 
property of the system is clear. 

Once construction M has heen completed consider the position of the a-valued el
ements remaining in matrix M. Consideration of construction M 1 with the given 
size of matrix M 1 easily leads to the truth of the following statement for all values 
of E. With the possible exception of one column, each column in M which now 
contains a a-valued element contains at least three a-valued elements. The notation 
ht, Ht, B t as defined in the proof of Theorern 2.1 is used where appropriate in the 
remainder of this proof. Assume h t occurs at mtt. Define the submatrix A of M by 
A {mij EM: i,j 2: t} if IBtl > a and A {mij EM. i,j > t} if IBtl = a. 
Assume A is a l' X (1' 1) matrix with column vectors Ai, i = 1, ... ,1' -1. There 
are four cases to consider. 

1) If row t contains no a-valued elements each Aj contains at least three a-valued 
elements. Then, in row order, replace the first a-valued element in Aj by mk+l,j and 
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for each remaining a-valued element in row i and in Aj replace it by mi-I,j. Givel1 
that construction M forms a fair (n, 2, k)CSS it is to see that in this case the 
rows of M form a fair (n, k) CSS. 

For the cases assume row t contains some O-valued elements. 

2) If A is a :3 x 2 matrix set mk+l,t = mtt. The remaining columns of A can be dealt 
with III l. 

:~) If A is a 4 x 3 matrix and IHtl 2 set rnk+l,t rnt,t. The remaining columns of 
A can be dealt with as in case l. 

4) If A is an r' X (r' - 1) matrix with T' > :3, set rnii mit for t < z k, Sf't 
rnk+l,k+l mtt and then set mit = a for t, Now each column of /\11 which 
contains a O-valued element contains at least three such f~lements. The relnainillg 
O-valtwd elements can be replaced in a similar way to that outlined in case 1. Let rLij 

denott' the element in row i column j of A with i t, .. ,k + 1 and j 1, ... ,T' - 1. 
For each column vector Ai {aij} form the column vector {aij} of elements 
in column j of M. In row order. replace the first a-valued element in the last 
element of (!j in the same row as a a-valued element of For each (hij, i > 1, 
simultaneously set aij = emj where m is the row index of the first a-valued 
element imnlediately above aij ill Aj . 

By tllt' llatun~ of construction M, to show that the rows of M now form a fair 
(n, it only necessary to consider the elements of the matrix A. All elements 
of [11,] not ill A are completely separated from elements of A in some row above row 
t. Tlw elements of different A j , other than elements of Ht, are completely separated 
from one another in rows above row t. Elements of the same Aj are completely 
'''JI·./Ull u.,,,,, from one another in the corresponding sets Aj and Cj . 

The dements of H t are completely separated from one another in A. They are 
compldely separated from elements of the Aj by occurring in row t or, in the case 
of ht whten I B t I 0, by occurring three times in A. 

The fairness of the is clear as every element occurs either two or three times 
in M. This completes the proof. 0 

As an <-example of this construction, consider the following three matrices, the rows 
of which are minimal separators for the k = 10, n ,50,51,52 & 5:3 cafies. These 
illustrate, respectively, cases 4, :3, 1 & 2 of the proof. 
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
1 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 1 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 
2 11 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 2 11 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 
3 12 20 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 3 12 20 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 
4 13 21 28 35 36 37 38 39 40 4 13 21 28 35 36 37 38 39 40 
5 14 22 29 35 41 42 43 44 45 5 14 22 29 35 41 42 43 44 45 
6 15 23 30 36 41 46 47 48 49 6 15 23 30 36 41 46 47 48 49 
7 16 24 31 37 42 46 50 19 26 7 16 24 31 37 42 46 50 51 19 
8 17 25 32 38 43 47 10 50 24 8 17 25 32 38 43 47 50 10 16 
9 18 26 33 39 44 48 8 16 25 9 18 26 33 39 44 48 51 8 17 

10 19 27 34 40 45 49 9 18 50 10 19 27 34 40 45 49 50 9 18 

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 1 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 

2 11 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 2 11 20 21 23 24 25 26 27 
3 12 20 29 30 31 32 33 34 12 20 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 
4 13 21 28 35 36 37 38 39 40 4 13 21 28 35 36 37 38 39 40 
5 14 22 29 35 41 42 43 44 45 5 14 22 29 35 41 42 43 44 45 
6 15 23 30 36 41 46 47 48 49 6 15 23 30 36 41 46 47 48 49 
7 16 24 31 37 42 46 50 51 52 7 16 24 31 37 42 46 50 51 52 
8 17 25 32 38 43 47 50 10 19 8 17 25 32 38 43 47 50 53 10 
9 18 26 33 39 44 48 51 8 17 9 18 26 33 39 44 48 51 53 8 

10 19 27 34 40 45 49 52 18 10 19 27 34 40 45 49 52 53 9 

Corollary 2 If P /2 n (ki 1) - 2 then minimal (71, 2, k) CSSs and minimal 
(n, 1, k) C:SSs contain k + 1 sets. In each case fair minimal CSSs exist. 

Proof Lemma 17 ensures that R(n,l,k) > k and R(n,2,k) k. Construction M, 
ill Section :~.2, provides a fair (n, 1, k)CSS and a fair (71.,2, k)CSS using k + 1 sets. 0 

3.5 Proof of Theorem 2.4 

Lemlna 18 If e) n < P /2) k .5) then R(71., k) 
rnin'imal separator exists in each case. 

k + 1 =J f271./kl and a fair 

Proof Assume the conditions of the theorem. Then R(n, k) > k by Lemma 9. 

Let R = k + 1. An R x k matrix M will be constructed with the R row vectors of M 
forming a (n, A: jess. Initialise all elements of M to zero. Let mij denote the element 
of M in row i, column j. 

Partition M into four parts defined by: 

A {mlj : 1 :::; j :::; k}; 

B {m'ij : 2 s: j :::; k + 1,1 s: j s: 2}; 

C {mij : :3 s: i :::; k,:3 j s: k}; 

D {rnk+l,j::::; j s: k}. 

The elements of these parts are now defined for various cases. 

Case 1: Assume 71. = (;). 
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For part set rnlj = j for 1 :::; j :::; k. 

For B, set Trtk+l,Z = 1 and for i -I k + 1, j -12 set mij i + j - 2 for 1 2 
and 2 j k 1. 

For part C, use the construction M on the set {k + 1, ... ,n}. At this C 
has two O-valued elements at mk-l,k and rnk,k. Set mk-l,k rnk-Z,:) and 
rnkk nik-l,3· 

Part D is filled by mk+1,j rnjj,;3:::; j k - 1 and mk+1,k mk.3' 

TIH~ elements of A are completely separated in B and are completely sf'paratf'd in A 
from all other elements of [n]. It can be noted that tlw element n first occurs 
at m'k-:l,k and hence all elements of occur in a row above row k 1. TIlE" fad 
that the d(~mpllts of C are from one another then s('en 

feature of the construction with the only special being the separation of 
mk,:l from mk-l,:3 at mk+l,k and the separation of n - 1 from mk-3,:3 at rnk+1,k-1. The 
cllOiC(~ of denwuts of D other than Tnk+1,k ensures the separation of the el(~nlf'nts of 
C' from the elements of B. Hence the row vectors of M form a fair CSS 011 [n]. 

Assunw n (;) + 1 

Tlw construction in this case is the same for case 1, with one rnodification. For 
this mi,k n for k k + 1. It is easier than in case 1 to see that J\IJ 
is a fair CSS in this 

Case :3: Assunw G) + 1 n -1. 

For this with the assumed bounds 011 n, there are less than 

dements of [n] than (;). For ease of notation, assume there are r elf~mellts 
than , denoted by d1 , .•. 1 dr. 

To construct a fair CSS on [nl now as for case 2. Then the remallllllg 
eknwnts not included in M are used to replace elements of !vI as follows: For 

2 T, set rni,2 di and mk+l,i+1 Set mk+l,2 mr+l,l. 

Given that k: 6 and r' k/2 it is a small matter to check that the rows of M form 
a fair CSS on [n]. To check that complete separation is maintained note that the 
elements replaced in D are the ones which now occur in the same row as only one 
element of [k]. Hence they no longer need to be repeated in D to separate them from 
the dements of [A~]. The change in value of rnk+1,2 is important to ensure that l' is 
separated from l' + 1. It is clear that the elements d1 , ••. ,dr are completely separated 
from one another with the construction. 

Ht~nce the theorem is proven. o 
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As an example of this construction. consider the following four the rows of 
which are minimal separators for the k 7, n = 21,22,2:3 & 24 cases. 

2 3 4 5 6 7 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
1 2 8 9 10 11 12 1 2 8 9 10 11 12 
2 3 8 13 14 15 16 2 3 8 13 14 15 16 
3 4 9 13 17 18 19 3 4 9 13 17 18 19 
4 5 10 14 17 20 21 4 5 10 14 17 20 21 
5 6 11 15 18 20 10 5 6 11 15 18 20 22 
6 7 12 16 19 21 11 6 7 12 16 19 21 22 
7 1 8 13 17 20 12 7 1 8 13 17 20 22 

1 2 4 5 6 7 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
1 23 8 9 10 11 12 1 23 8 9 10 11 12 

3 8 13 14 15 16 2 24 8 13 14 15 16 
4 9 13 17 18 19 3 4 9 13 17 18 19 

4 5 10 14 17 20 21 4 5 10 14 17 20 21 
5 6 11 15 18 20 22 5 6 11 15 18 20 22 
6 7 12 16 19 21 22 6 7 12 16 19 21 22 
7 2 23 13 17 20 22 7 3 23 24 17 20 22 

3.6 An Alternative Construction 

Corollary :3 proves all alternative method of constructing a fair (71" in k+ 1 

fore) n::;(ki1) basedonLt~mma5.Notethat((k~1) 2) G) k-2.The 
construction is by induction, with the base cases the construction of Lemma 1 R 
(for the n G) case only) and some known (n, 5)CSSs. 

Tlw inductive step based on the observations that, if (;) 71, then (k;l) n k, 

and if n (ki1) - 2 then n - k ::; (;) 2. Thus, the construction of Lemma 5 caD 
be used for the inductive 

Corollary 3 If G) ::; n (HI) - 2) k ,5, then R(n, k) < k + 1 and a fair 
(71" k) CSS in k + 1 sets exists. 

Proof Lemma 18 establishes the result for the case n (~) . The collections 

{129AB, 1:3678, 24.578, :345AB, 5689B, 4679A}, {12:34.5, 16ABC, 26789, :3898C, 
479AC, ,578AB}, and {12:34.5, 16789, 26BCD, :37 ACD, 48ABD, .59ABC} (~stablish 
the result for tIlt' n~maining cases when k =.5. Together, these form the basis for 
the induction, which is on k. 

Assume that the corollary is true for some k' 2:: 5 and consider the case k = k' + 1. 
If n = (;), the result follows from the base case. If (;) n (k~1) - 2 then 

(1.:;1) 71, k::; e) -2. By the inductive hypothesis the result is true for k - 1 k' 
and Lemma ,5 can he used to construct a CSS of k-sets in k + 1 sets, from the CSS 
of k'-scts in k' + 1 k sets. Thus R(n, k) ::; k + 1. 

Note that the construction of Lemma 5 adds the new elements exactly twice. Thus, 
if the original separator is fair, with all elements occuring two or three times, then 
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the llew separator is fair. So the inductively constructed CSSs are fair and the result 
follows. 0 

As an of the construction of Lemma 5, consider the following six matricec;, 
the rows of which form CSSs. The in the top row are, from left to 
the base cases for R(I:3,5), R(15,6) and R(21,7). The 111 the second 
row, for R(19,6), R(22,7) and R(29,8), are built from the above via the 
construction in Lemma 5. 

2 3 4 5 2 3 4 5 6 2 3 4 5 6 7 
6 7 9 2 7 8 9 10 2 8 9 10 11 12 

2 6 11 12 13 2 3 7 11 12 13 2 13 14 15 16 
3 7 10 12 13 3 4 8 11 14 15 3 4 9 13 17 18 19 
4 8 10 11 13 4 5 9 12 14 8 4 5 10 14 17 20 21 
5 9 10 11 12 5 6 10 13 15 9 5 6 11 15 18 20 10 

6 1 7 11 14 10 6 7 12 16 19 21 11 
7 8 13 17 20 12 

2 3 4 5 14 4 5 6 16 2 3 4 5 6 7 22 
6 7 8 9 15 7 8 9 10 17 1 2 8 10 11 12 
6 11 12 13 16 3 7 11 12 13 18 2 8 13 14 15 16 24 

3 7 10 12 13 17 4 8 11 14 15 19 3 4 9 13 17 18 19 25 
4 8 10 11 13 18 4 5 9 12 14 8 20 4 5 10 14 17 20 21 26 
5 9 10 11 12 19 5 6 10 13 15 9 21 5 6 11 15 18 20 10 27 

14 15 16 17 18 19 6 1 7 11 14 10 22 6 7 12 16 19 21 11 28 
16 17 18 19 20 21 22 7 8 13 17 20 12 29 

22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 

3.7 k 6 

Theorem 2, together with the result that R( n, 1) R(n,2) nand Lemma 2. 
providf~s a complete solution to the R( n, k;) problem for all k; :::; 5. Using also Lemma 1 
and the results in [8], the only remaining unknown case for k; G is R(I:3, 6). TIl{' 
final result provides a solution for this case. 

Lemma 19 R(I:3, 6) 7. 

Proof By Lemma 1, R(I:3,6) 6. That R(13, G) 7 follows from consideration 
of tIH~ collection {12:345D, 12:345C, 16789A, 2678BD, 369ABC, 479BCD, 58ABCD}. 
To proVf~ that R(13,6) 6, assume C is a (13, with ICI = 6. 

Here the excess, E 10 so there are at least thre(~ elements, say 1, 2 and :3, which 
occur exactly twice in sets in C. If i of these occur in one set A, then to obtain 
complde st~paration there are i other sets which contain exactly one of these elements 
of A. This leaves 6 elements in A to be separated in less than 6 - i sets. It is not 
difficult to check that this is impossible for i 1. 

Assume all sets of C contain exactly one element which occurs exactly twice in sets 
in C. Assume 1 occurs in sets A and B. Let the other sets in C be C, D, E and F. 
It can be assumed that 2 E D and 3 E E, F. 
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A contains exactly five elements which occur more than twice in C. None of these 
can occur in B to ensure that 1 is separated from each of the other elements of A. It 
can lw checked that there is one way, up to labelling of dements, to separate 
five elements in no more than four sets; namely, {456, 478, These four Sf'ts 
must he subsets of C, D, E and F. For all possible arrangements of these sets it 
is now easy to check that either 2 or :3 cannot now be separated from at least one 
element of A other than 1. Hence R(1:3, ej) =I 6, and the result follows. 0 

4 Final Remarks 

Comhining tht~ results in this paper with those in the bounds on the values of 
R(n, Ie) shown in Table 1 are obtained. The points where n 2k are bracketed to 
highlight the symmetry due to Lemma 2. 

It appears to be increasingly difficult to calculate R( Tt, k) as n approacheR 2k from 
above. It is hoped that variOUR methods currently under including tlw 
close connection between esss and antichains shown 
to increase the range of known values of R(n, k). A useful result 
would be a proof of the following conjecture due to Lieby [6]. 

Definition 4 A family of sets A is an antichain if, for all distinct 
and B A. 

BE A, A ~ B 

Definition 5 An alltichain A. is said to be flat ifthere exists an x such that. VA E A, 
IAI .r or IAI x + 1. 

Conjecture [Flat antichain (FAC) conjecture] 
Let A be an antichain on an n-sct S} with 
antichain AI on S with IAII IAI and 

t. Then there exist8 a flat 
t. 

Determining exact values and constructions for minimal (n, a, k)CSSs remains an 
intewsting Opt'll problem. There are many variations of problems on esss which 
can Iw formulated by tlw imposition of additional constraints on tlw nature of the 
systems. Tlwre appears potential for applications of esss in various disciplines. 

The anthors would like to thank Paulette Lieby for valuable help whilst preparing 
this paper. They also acknowledge the assistance of the School of Information Tech
nology at the Northern Territory University in providing computer facilities during 
tllt' prq)a,ratioll of this paper. 
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k 
n 1 ~ ;1 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 
2 [~l 
:3 :3 
4 4 [4] 4 
5 5 5 5 5 
6 6 6 [4] 6 6 
7 7 7 5 5 7 7 
8 8 8 6 [5] 6 8 8 

9 9 () 6 6 6 9 9 
10 10 10 7 5 [6] 5 7 10 10 
11 11 11 8 6 6 6 6 8 11 11 
12 12 12 8 6 6 [6] 6 6 8 12 12 
1 :3 1:{ 13 9 7 7 7 6 7 9 1 :1 13 
14 14 14 10 7 7 7 [6~8] 7 7 7 10 14 
15 15 15 10 8 6 7 6~9 6~9 7 6 8 10 15 

IG 16 11 8 7 7 6~8 [6~71 6-8 7 7 8 11 
17 17 17 12 9 7 7 7-8 6-9 6-9 78 7 7 9 
18 18 II'! 12 9 I'! 7 7-8 6-9 [6-10) 6--9 7--8 7 I'! 
l!! 19 If) 13 10 8 7 8 6-9 G-l1 6--11 G-9 8 7 
20 20 20 14 10 8 8 8 7-9 6-10 [6-8] 6-10 7-9 8 

21 21 14 11 9 7 8 7-9 7-10 7-10 7--10 7-10 7-9 
22 15 1 9 8 8 7-9 7-10 7~11 [7-12] 7-11 7-10 

2:3 2:3 16 12 10 8 8 8-9 7-10 7-11 7-1:3 7-1:3 7-11 
24 24 16 12 10 8 8 8-9 7-10 7-11 7-12 [7-8) 7- 12 
25 25 25 17 1:3 10 9 8 8--9 7-10 7-11 7-12 7-10 7- 10 
2G 26 26 18 13 11 9 8 9 8-10 7-11 7-12 7-11 [7--12) 
27 27 18 14 11 9 9 9 8-10 7-11 7-12 7-13 7- 1:3 
28 28 28 19 12 10 8 9 8-10 7-11 7-12 7-13 7-14 

29 20 15 12 10 9 9 8-10 7-13 7--12 713 7-14 
:30 :30 :30 20 15 12 10 9 9 9-10 8-11 7-12 7-13 7- 14 
:31 :31 :31 21 IG 1:3 11 9 9 9-10 8-11 7-12 7 -13 714 
:32 32 32 22 16 1:3 11 10 9 9-10 8-11 7-12 7-13 7-14 
:3:3 :):3 33 22 17 14 11 10 9 9-10 8-11 8-12 7-1:3 7-14 
:34 :H :)4 23 17 14 12 10 9 10 9-11 8-12 7-13 7-14 
35 :35 :35 24 18 14 12 10 10 10 9-11 8-12 7-14 7-14 
:36 :3G 36 24 18 15 12 11 9 10 9-11 8-12 8-13 8-14 
:37 :37 :37 25 19 15 13 11 10 10 9-11 8-12 13 8-14 
:38 :38 :38 26 19 16 13 11 10 10 10-11 9-12 8-13 8-14 
::Hl :39 :39 26 20 16 13 12 10 10 10-11 9-12 8-13 8-14 
40 40 40 27 20 16 14 12 10 10 10-11 9-14 8-13 8-14 
41 41 41 28 21 17 14 12 11 10 10-11 9-12 8-13 8-14 
42 42 42 28 21 17 14 12 11 10 11 9-12 9-13 8-14 
4:3 4:3 29 22 18 15 13 11 10 11 10-12 9-1:3 8-14 
44 44 44 :30 22 18 15 1:3 11 11 11 10-12 9-13 8-14 
45 45 45 30 23 18 15 13 12 10 11 10-12 9-13 8-14 
46 46 :31 23 19 16 14 12 11 11 10-12 9-1;3 9-14 
47 47 47 32 24 19 16 14 12 11 11 11-12 10-13 9-14 
48 48 48 :32 24 20 16 14 12 11 11 11-12 10-13 9-16 
49 49 49 :3:) 25 20 17 14 13 11 11 11-12 10-1:3 9-14 
50 50 50 34 25 20 17 15 13 12 11 11-12 10-13 9-14 
.51 51 51 34 26 21 17 15 13 12 11 11-12 10-13 9-14 
52 52 52 35 26 21 18 15 13 12 11 12 11-15 10-14 
5:3 5:3 53 :36 27 22 18 16 14 12 11 12 11-13 10-14 
54 54 54 36 27 22 18 16 14 12 12 12 11-13 10-14 
55 55 55 37 28 22 19 16 14 1:3 11 12 11-13 10-14 
56 56 56 :38 28 n 19 16 14 1:3 12 12 11-1:3 10-14 

Table 1: Known bounds on R(n, k) for 2 ::; n ::; 56 and 1 ::; k ::; min{ 1:3, n .....:..·1}. 
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